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Joint theoretical and experimental studies are carried out to investigate the effects of channel
cross-sectional geometry on long wave generation and propagation in uniform shallow water
channels. The existing channel Boussinesq and channel KdV equations are extended in the present
study to include the effects of channel sidewall slope at the waterline in the first-order section-mean
equations. Our theoretical results show that both the channel cross-sectional geometry below the
unperturbed water surface~characterized by a shape factork) and the channel sidewall slope at the
waterline~represented by a slope factorg) affect the wavelength (l) and time period (Ts) of waves
generated under resonant external forcing. A quantitative relationship betweenl, Ts , k, andg is
given by our theory which predicts that, under the condition of equal mean water depth and equal
mean wave amplitude,l andTs increase with increasingk andg. To verify the theoretical results,
experiments are conducted in two channels of different geometries, namely a rectangular channel
with k[1, g50 and a trapezoidal channel withk51.27,g50.16, to measure the wavelength of
free traveling solitary waves and the time period of wave generation by a towed vertical hydrofoil
moving with critical speed. The experimental results are found to be in broad agreement with the
theoretical predictions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~97!03211-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Natural and man-made water channels often have n
rectangular cross sections. It is important to understand
channel geometry affects the evolution of long waves in w
ter channels of arbitrary shape. Previous studies have sh
that when a long wave propagates in a shallow water ch
nel, the wave profiles in both the lateral and longitudin
directions are affected by the channel cross-sectional ge
etry. For example, a long wave traveling in a channel w
sloping sidewalls exhibits a noticeable variation in wave a
plitude along the lateral direction, whereas in a rectangu
channel, the wave height is uniform across the channel.
channel with walls fanning outwards, the wave height
found to increase monotonically from its lowest elevation
the channel centerline to reach its highest climb at the s
ing bank. This phenomenon was reported by Russell,1 and
Sandover and Taylor,2 and was further investigated bot
theoretically and experimentally by Peregrine3,4 whose
theory provided an analytical description of the lateral wa
variation in non-rectangular channels.

Theoretical results from Peters’5 and Peregrine’s3 studies
also revealed another important aspect, namely the effec
channel geometry on the wave profile in the longitudin
direction. It was shown that, for waves traveling in a unifo
non-rectangular channel whose sidewalls are vertical or c
to vertical at the waterline, the equations describing the m
wave in a non-rectangular channel can be converted to
for waves in a rectangular channel, by a similarity transf
mation of time and longitudinal coordinate with a scali
factor ~later referred to ask in Teng and Wu6,7! which de-
pends purely on the channel cross-sectional geometry be
the unperturbed water surface. In other words, this analog
3368 Phys. Fluids 9 (11), November 1997 1070-6631/97/
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principle predicts that, under conditions of equal mean wa
depth and equal mean wave amplitude, the wavelength
free traveling waves in a non-rectangular channel with sh
factor k will be k times the wavelength in a correspondin
rectangular channel@whosek[1 by definition; see~7!#. So
far, this important theoretical result has not been investiga
experimentally. ~Waves propagating in non-rectangul
channels were also studied theoretically by Shen,8,9 and Shen
and Zhong,10 though without addressing the analogous pr
ciple.!

In Teng and Wu,6 previous studies by Peters5 and
Peregrine3 were extended from the physically closed case
free traveling waves in uniform channels to the more gene
open cases of forced production of long waves in varia
channels. They showed for a long wave of mean eleva
z(x,t) on water moving with local section-mean veloci
u(x,t) along a straight uniform non-rectangular chann
characterized by its shape factork, their channel Boussines
equations~for modeling bidirectional waves! and their chan-
nel Kortweg-de Vries equation~for unidirectional waves! are
reduced to those for a wave of elevationz8(x8,t8) and
section-mean velocityu8(x8,t8) traveling in an analogous
rectangular channel by the similarity transformation

x5kx8, t5kt8, z5z8, u5u8,
~1!

B~x,t !5B8~x8,t8!, pa~x,t !5pa8~x8,t8!,

where the two sets of variables are properly no
dimensionalized. Here,pa(x,t) is a given pressure distribu
tion acting on the water surface, andB(x,t) is the ‘‘blockage
ratio’’ of a fully or partially submerged moving object, de
fined as the ratio of the local cross-sectional area of the m
ing object to the channel cross-sectional area. From the
9(11)/3368/10/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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sults of similarity transformation~1!, a uniform channel
wave theorem was proposed by Wu~Teng and Wu6!, which
states that to a long wave of wavenumberk, periodT, phase
velocity c and amplitudea evolving in ak-shaped uniform
channel, there corresponds an analogous wave of waven
ber k8, period T8, phase velocityc8 and amplitudea8,
evolving in an analogous rectangular channel according

k85kk, T85T/k, c85c, and a85a, ~2!

in addition to having the waves satisfy the similarity re
tions in ~1!.

In the last two decades, various studies were carried
by Wu and Wu,11,12 Akylas,13 Ertekin, Webster and
Wehausen,14 Mei,15 Lee, Yates and Wu,16 Ertekin, Qian and
Wehausen,17 Teng and Wu18,19 and others to investigate th
nonlinear phenomenon of periodic production of upstrea
radiating solitary waves~also called run-away solitons! by
disturbances steadily moving at critical speeds in rectang
channels. Results showed that, for a rectangular chan
whether the disturbances~such as submerged moving o
jects! are two- or three-dimensional, the run-away solito
generated by them are invariably two-dimensional with
uniform crest across the channel. To investigate the for
run-away solitons in wide trapezoidal channels, Mathew a
Akylas20 derived a forced K–P equation by using perturb
tion expansion, and their numerical results showed that
wave height of forced waves in a wide trapezoidal chan
can vary significantly across the channel. If these cases
extended to channels of arbitrary shape, the time period
resonant wave generation is expected to be affected by c
nel geometries in accordance with the similarity rules of~1!
and~2!, a conjecture to be verified in the present study. A
other important category of time-dependent motions is
wave–wave interaction between two solitary waves dur
their collision, in which case the duration of encounter
shown by Wu21,22 to be also channel-shape dependent.

In the present study we focus on examining the chan
shape effect on thelongitudinal wave profileand on thetime
period of wave generation under resonant forcingthrough
both theoretical analysis and experimental measurement.
original uniform channel wave theorem, similar to Peter5

and Peregrine’s3 analogous principle, was meant to hold f
channels whose sidewalls are vertical or close to vertica
the water surface since the effect of channel sidewall slop
the waterline was neglected in the original derivation.6 In the
present study, this effect was further taken into accoun
our modeling of the first-order mean flow, and a set of m
consistent channel Boussinesq and KdV equations were
rived.

Results indicate that the channel sidewall slope at
waterline, represented by a slope factorg ~defined as the
channel sidewall slope divided by the channel surfa
width!, affects both the longitudinal and lateral wave pr
files, the time period of wave generation, and the wa
speed. Compared with waves in a channel with vertical s
walls at the waterline, waves in a channel with outward fa
ning sidewalls at the waterline will have a longer wavelen
and a longer time period of resonant wave generation,
slower wave speed. Based on these new results, the ori
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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uniform channel wave theorem has been modified. The ef
of the channel sidewall slope was first studied by Peters5 and
Peregrine,3 and the present theoretical results are an ext
sion of their earlier work.

In addition to theoretical modeling, the present study
devoted to examine the validity of existing3,5,6 and our new
theories by performing experiments using two differe
channels. Specifically, the longitudinal wave profile of fr
traveling solitary waves and time period of wave generat
of resonantly forced run-away solitons in a rectangular ch
nel (k[1, g50) and a trapezoidal channel (k51.27, g
50.16) were measured. For free traveling solitary wav
wave profiles in both the longitudinal and lateral directio
were recorded for four different wave amplitudes. For re
nantly forced waves, a hydrofoil was towed at critical spe
in the rectangular and the trapezoidal channels to genera
series of upstream-advancing solitary waves with the ti
period of wave generation measured. These experimenta
sults were then compared with the theoretical predictio
based on the existing and our new wave models.

II. SECTION-MEAN LONG WAVE EQUATIONS

For long waves generated and propagated in a sha
water channel with sloping sidewalls~see Fig. 1!, the
section-mean continuity and momentum equations for inv
cid and incompressible flows are given as

At1~A ū!x50, ~3!

~A ū! t1~Auū!x52Apx̄, ~4!

whereA(x,t) is the instantaneous cross-sectional area of
flow, u the longitudinal fluid velocity andp the pressure.
The x-coordinate is set up along the channel centerline,
the overlines in the equations denote quantities avera
over the channel cross-sectional area. All variables h
been non-dimensionalized according to

x5x* /l* , ~y,z!5~y* ,z* !/H* , t5t* c0* /l* ,

u5u* /c0* , p5p* /r* c0*
2, A5A* /H* 2,

whereH* is the typical unperturbed mean water depth,c0*
(5AgH* , with g being the gravitational acceleration! is the
critical linear wave speed,r* the water density, andl* the
typical wavelength. The symbol ‘‘*’’ denotes dimension

FIG. 1. A sketch of a non-rectangular channel with a coordinate set-u
3369M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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quantities. The present study is focused on Boussine
class of weakly nonlinear and weakly dispersive long wa
where, if we definea5a* /H* ande5H* /l* with a* be-
ing the typical wave amplitude, we haveO(a)5O(e2) im-
plying that the nonlinear and dispersive effects are of eq
importance for small parametersa!1 ande!1.

The instantaneous cross-sectional areaA(x,t) can be
written asA(x,t)5A0(x)2Ad(x,t)1Az(x,t) with A0 being
the unperturbed cross-sectional area,Ad the area reduction
due to a submerged object moving below the unpertur
water surface andAz the cross-sectional area due to wa
elevationz of the free surface. The last termAz can be fur-
ther expressed as

Az5E
2b0

b0
zdy2E

2bd

bd
zdy12E

b0

b Fz2
1

S
~y2b0!Gdy, ~5!

where for simplicity, the channel has been assumed to
symmetric about its centerline.~Asymmetric channels can b
modeled similarly, as will be discussed in section V.! In this
expression, 2b0 is the unperturbed channel surface width, 2b
the instantaneous surface width, 2bd the width of the moving
object andS5dy/dz is the channel sidewall slope~with re-
spect to the vertical! at the waterline. For the last integral i
~5!, we can also writey2b05Sz, and the integrand become
z2z for yP(b0 ,b). If the sidewalls are vertical, thenuzu
<z ~finite!, andb5b0, which shows that the last integral i
equation~5! will vanish whenS50.

For shallow water long waves propagating in a chan
that is not excessively wide, the dominant wave motion is
the longitudinal direction and flows in the transversal a
vertical directions are secondary. Thus we can introduce
following perturbation expansions in terms ofa:

u~x,y,z,t !5au1~x,t !1a2u2~x,y,z,t !1•••,

z~x,y,t !5az1~x,t !1a2z2~x,y,t !1•••,

f~x,y,z,t !5af1~x,t !1a2f2~x,y,z,t !1•••,

wheref is the velocity potential, scaled byc0* l* . The mag-
nitude of the external forcing parametersAd , bd andpa are
all assumed to be ofO(a2) as weak forcings applied to th
water system, and spatial variation inA0 is assumed to be
gradual, i.e.,A0x5O(a). By defining the ‘‘width-mean’’ as

~ •̃!5
1

2b0
E

2b0

b0
~• !dy,

we can approximate the change in channel surface widtb

2b0, in terms of z̃ andS asb2b05Sz̃ 1O(a2). Substitut-
ing this result into~5! and keeping all terms toO(a2), we
have

Az52b0 z̃ 1Sz̃ 21O~a3!. ~6!

In the original derivation,6 the termSz̃ 2 was neglected. With
this term added and following the same steps in Teng
Wu,6,7 the extended channel Boussinesq equations can
derived as

~2b0z1Sz2! t1@2b0~h01z!u#x5~Ad! t ,

ut1uux1zx2 1
3 k2h0

2uxxt52~pa!x ,
3370 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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where the overlines and tildes forū , z̃ , h̃0 ~for h0, see Fig.
1!, p̃a have been omitted for simplicity, andx and t have
been rescaled byH* and H* /c0* , respectively. In these
equations, two factors related to channel geometry affect
generation and propagation of long waves. One factor is
channel shape factor,k, which depends purely on the unpe
turbed channel cross-sectional geometry, and is given by

k25
3

h0
~C̃2C̄!, ~7!

where

C̃5
1

2b0
E

2b0

b0
C~y,0;x!dy,

C̄5
1

A0
E E

A0

C~y,z;x!dydz, ~8!

with C satisfying the following equation and boundary co
ditions in the cross-flow plane~Teng and Wu6,7!:

Cyy1Czz51, ~9!

Czuz505h0 ~at the free surface!, ~10!

Cn50 ~at channel walls below the

unperturbed water surface), ~11!

wherenW is the unit normal vector at the channel walls in t
cross-flow plane. The right-hand-side of equation~7! is al-
ways positive and thereforek is always real~for a proof, see
Appendix A!. By definition ~7!, k[1 for rectangular
channels.6 For non-rectangular channels, if the channel sha
is such that the width increases~or decreases! from the chan-
nel bottom to the surface, then thek value will be greater~or
smaller! than one.~Values ofk for several specific channe
geometries were given in Teng and Wu.6,7!

The other geometric factor isS, the channel sidewal
slope at the waterline. Quantitative effects of these two
rameters~i.e.,k andS) will be discussed in detail in the nex
section.

For unidirectional motion, the channel KdV equation c
be derived from the Boussinesq equations to obtain

6
1

Ah0

z t1zx1S 3

2h0
2

S

2b0
D zzx1

1

6
k2h0

2zxxx

1 1
4 @ ln~h0b0

2!#xz52 1
2 ~B1pa!x ,

where the forcing functionB is given by B5Ad* /A0*
5Ad/2b0, which represents the cross-sectional blocka
ratio of a submerged moving object. The1 ~or 2) sign in
the KdV equation applies to right-going~or left-going!
waves.

After the mean wave elevationz̃ is solved by using
either the Boussinesq or the KdV equations, the local va
tion of wave elevation across the channel can be solved
using the unsteady Bernoulli equation to get

z~x,y,t !52f t2
1
2 fx

21O~a3!5 z̃ ~x,t !2~Cuz502C̃! z̃ xx .
~12!
M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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Based on this theory, the ‘‘mean wave position,’’ym , de-
fined byz(x,ym ,t)5 z̃ (x,t), can be derived from~12! as the
root of the equation

C~ym,0;x!2
1

2b0
E

2b0

b0
C~y,0;x!dy50. ~13!

In deriving these results, we have used the first-order
proximationsz56cou and ] t57co]x , with the upper~or
lower! sign for right-going~or left-going! waves, in modify-
ing the second-order terms.

III. LONG WAVES IN UNIFORM CHANNELS

For waves in uniform channels (h05H51,
b05constant!, the channel Boussinesq equations are redu
to

~z1gz2! t1@~11z!u#x5Bt , ~14!

ut1uux1zx2 1
3 k2uxxt52~pa!x , ~15!

and for right-going waves, the KdV equation becomes

z t1zx1~ 3
2 2g!zzx1 1

6 k2zxxx52 1
2 ~B1pa!x , ~16!

where the waterline slope factorg5S/2b0. If the channel
sidewall at the waterline is vertical (g50) or close to verti-
cal @g5O(a)#, then by the similarity transformation~1!, the
equations of both the Boussinesq and the KdV models
describing long waves in a non-rectangular channel will
reduced to that for waves in a rectangular channel accor
to the uniform channel wave theorem.

For channels whose sidewalls are not vertical at the
terline @say, g5O(1)], similarity transformations have no
been found for the Boussinesq model. For the KdV equat
if we follow Peregrine’s3 approach and introduce the follow
ing change of variables:

ẑ5bz, B̂5bB, p̂a5bpa ; with b512 2
3 g,

~17!

the KdV equation will become

ẑ t1 ẑx1 3
2ẑ ẑx1 1

6 k2ẑxxx52 1
2 ~B̂1 p̂a!x ,

which can be further reduced to the equation for waves
rectangular channel by similarity transformation~1!. Hence,
for unidirectional wave motion in a uniform channel wi
sloping sidewalls at the waterline, the original uniform cha
nel wave theorem can be modified according to~17! and~1!,
based on the KdV model.

For a free traveling solitary wave of permanent shape
solution based on the KdV equation is readily obtained a

z5asech2A3ba

4k2 ~x2ct!, with c511b
a

2
, ~18!

which shows that the wave profile depends on both the
perturbed cross-sectional geometry~characterized byk) and
the channel sidewall slope factorg at the waterline, wherea
the dimensionless wave speedc is affected only by the slope
factor g. Compared with waves in a channel with vertic
sidewalls at the waterline, waves in a channel with outw
fanning (g.0) sidewalls at the waterline will have a long
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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wavelength but a slower wave speed. The effect ofS is more
significant for narrow channels than for wide channels
causeg(5S/2b0) increases with decreasingb0 for a fixedS.
Based on the KdV equation~16!, if g>1.5, positive solitary
waves can no longer exist.

The solitary wave solution of the Boussinesq equatio
~14!–~15! was solved recently in Teng,23 and the results are
briefly listed here. First, the velocityu5cv is solved through

x2ct56E
vc

v dv
@G~v;c!#1/2,

where

G~v;c!5
3

k2gc2 Fv2
1

2
~122gc2!v22

1

3
gc2v3

2
1

2
~v2112g!Av222~122g!v11

22g~12g!ln
1

2g
~v2112g

1Av222~122g!v11!1g2
1

2G
andvc is the maximum value ofv given by

vc5~11ga!
a

11a
.

After v is solved, the wave elevationz can be obtained
through

z5
1

2g
@2~12v !1A~12v !214gv#,

and the wave speedc is given by an explicit analytical solu
tion as

c25
1

gvc
2(12 1

3 vc)
F2vc1

1

2
vc

21
1

2
~vc2112g!

3Avc
222~122g!vc1112g~12g!ln

1

2g
~vc21

12g1Avc
222~122g!vc11!2g1

1

2G .
Again, it is noted that the wave speedc depends ong but is
independent ofk.

In Fig. 2~a!, solitary wave profiles of amplitudea
50.34 in a rectangular channel (k[1,g50), a trapezoidal
channel (k51.27! with outward fanning sidewalls inclined a
45° to the horizontal (g50.16), and a trapezoidal chann
(k51.27) similar to the previous one but with the sidewa
becoming vertical at the waterline (g50) are compared
based on the Boussinesq solution. The specific cro
sectional geometry of the trapezoidal channel is shown
Fig. 3~c!. From Fig. 2~a!, it can be seen that the longitudina
wave profile is affected by both the shape factork and the
slope factorg, and the larger thek andg values, the longer
the wave. Figure 2~b! shows the comparison between th
wave profiles based on the KdV and the Boussinesq s
3371M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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tions for a50.34,k 5 1.27 andg50.16. The result shows
that the difference between the two is very small.

Detailed discussions on the wave speed and the crit
value of g for solitary waves to exist based on the Bous
inesq and KdV solutions can be found in Teng.23

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND RESULTS

The experiments were conducted in a wave tank 7.5
long, 0.76 m wide and 0.6 m high. A narrower uniform cha
nel was constructed inside the wave tank by using Plexig
plates, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The width and sidewall incli-
nation angle of the narrower channel were adjustable, so
different rectangular and trapezoidal channels could be c
structed. The wave tank was equipped with a towing carri
that was controlled by a motor with adjustable speed. W
elevations were measured by resistance-type wave ga
which were calibrated before and after each run in the
periment.

We first tested the accuracy of our instruments by m
suring the longitudinal wave profile of free traveling solita
waves in the main rectangular wave tank, since solit
waves in rectangular channels have been well investiga
and are usually used as a standard wave profile to test
wave measurement system. In our test, a solitary wave
generated by pushing a vertical plate for a short dista
~usually around 5 to 10 cm! at one end of the main wave
tank, as shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! without the narrower
trapezoidal channel. Four wave gauges were placed at di
ent locations sufficiently far downstream where the solita

FIG. 2. Theoretical solitary wave profiles in channels of different geome
~a! solitary wave profile of amplitudea50.34 based on the Boussines
solution in a rectangular channel withk51 andg50 ~short dashed line!; in
a trapezoidal channel withk51.27 andg50 ~long dashed line!; and in a
trapezoidal channel withk51.27 andg50.16 ~solid line!. ~b! Comparison
of the wave profile between the KdV~dashed line! and the Boussinesq~solid
line! solutions fora50.34 withk51.27 andg50.16.
3372 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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wave was fully developed. For each run, the four gauge
recorded almost the same amplitude and wave profile ind
cating that, for a solitary wave in a rectangular channel, th
wave crest is uniform over its span, and the wave propagat
permanent in shape and speed except for a small dampin
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the measured~solid
line! and the theoretical~KdV, dashed line! solitary wave
profiles for wave amplitudes ofa50.25 and 0.43 in the rect-
angular channel. Note that the measurements were made
fixed wave gauges which recorded a time series of wav
elevation at a fixed location instead of the wave profile at
frozen instant. However, the duality in space and time i
clear, as for a solitary wave,z5z(x2x02c(t2t0)), the
time series at locationx0, z(2c(t2t0)), is related to the
spatial distribution at timet0, z(x2x0), with c being a con-
stant. For convenience of comparison, the origin of the tim
records in Fig. 4 has been shifted in order to set the wav
peak atT50 of the new shifted timeT. Results from Fig. 4
show that the measured wave profiles agree very well wit
the theoretical profiles.

A. Channel-shape effects on free traveling long
waves

To investigate the effect of channel geometry on shallow
water long waves, a trapezoidal channel was constructed i
side the main wave tank as shown in Fig. 3. The water dep
was 5 cm at the channel centerline and the channel wid
was 25 cm at the unperturbed water surface. The sidewa
were inclined atu545° to the horizontal. For this set-up, the
mean water depth wash054 cm and the shape factork was

;

FIG. 3. Experimental set-up to study free traveling solitary waves in a
trapezoidal channel;~a! top view; ~b! side view;~c! end view. Gauge A: at
centerline; gauge B:b154.4 cm; gauge C:b257.6 cm.~This figure is not
drawn to scale.!
M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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calculated to bek 5 1.27 by solving~9!–~11! numerically
using the Gauss–Seidel iterative scheme. The slope fa
g50.16.

To capture the longitudinal wave profile and also
monitor the transverse wave variation, several wave gau
were placed over a fixed cross section inside the trapezo
channel where the solitary wave was fully developed,
sketched in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. Among these gauges, wav
gauge C was held atym57.6 cm from the centerline and use
to measure the ‘‘mean wave elevation,’’ as consistent w
the theory. This particular position atym57.6 cm was deter-
mined by solving~13! for the specific trapezoidal geometr
in the present case.

For comparison purposes, free solitary waves were a
measured in the main rectangular wave tank of width 0.76
and water depth 4.0 cm which was set to equal the m
water depth in the trapezoidal channel. Solitary waves
four different amplitudes,a50.12, 0.25, 0.34 and 0.43, wer
recorded and compared between the rectangular and t
ezoidal channels. For each amplitude in each channel, th
runs were repeated, and the results from different runs w
found to be very consistent.

Comparative results from the two channels~Fig. 5! show
that, under conditions of equal mean water depth and eq
mean wave amplitude, a solitary wave in the trapezoi
channel appears to be significantly longer than that in
rectangular channel, just as predicted by existing theories.3,5,6

We notice that the solitary waves in the trapezoidal chan
do not appear as ‘‘clean’’ as those in the rectangular chan
especially near the tail. This is caused by the unavoida
three-dimensional wave features in a non-rectangular ch
nel, as also observed and explained by Peregrine.4

In order to examine the validity of the similarity trans

FIG. 4. Comparison between measured~solid line! and theoretical~KdV,
dashed line! solitary wave profiles in the main rectangular channel;~a! a
50.25; ~b! a50.43.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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formation ~1!, ~2! and ~17!, the measured wavelength ratio
l t /l r ~herel t andl r represent wavelengths in the trapezoi-
dal and rectangular channels, respectively! was determined
and compared with the predicted ratio, which equalsk(1
1a/2)/Ab(11b(a/2)! based on the KdV solution~18!. In
this study, the measuredl t /l r ratio was determined by res-
caling theT variable with a constantC for the wave profile
in the trapezoidal channel, and the resulting profilez(CT)
was plotted against the wave profile in the rectangular chan-
nel in the same graph. The constantC was then adjusted for

FIG. 5. A comparison of measured solitary wave profiles in the trapezoidal
and rectangular channels; solid line: waves in the trapezoidal channel;
dashed line: waves in the rectangular channel;~a! a50.12;~b! a50.25;~c!
a50.34; ~d! a50.43. The mean water depths in the two channels are the
same.
3373M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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the best match of the wave profiles in the two channels. T
final value of this constant is taken as the measured wa
length ratio. The detailed results are listed in Table I.

From these results, we can see that for a small wa
amplitude ~e.g., a50.12!, the existing theories give good
prediction for the channel-shape effect as measured in
experiment. This is consistent with the theoretical validi
criteria of a!1 based on the perturbation theory. For larg
amplitude waves, there are some quantitative differences
tween the experiment and the theory, and the discrepa
increases as wave amplitude increases. Possible cause
this discrepancy for large-amplitude waves will be discuss
in section V.

B. Channel-shape effects on resonantly forced long
waves

Experiments to examine the channel-shape effect
forced long waves were carried out where a submerged
drofoil was towed at critical speed in a rectangular and
trapezoidal channel (k51.27, g50.16) constructed inside
the main wave tank separately. The experimental set-up a
the dimensions of the two channels along with the hydrofo
are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. The discretized width func-

FIG. 6. The experimental set-up for resonantly forced long waves by
hydrofoil towed at critical speed in a trapezoidal and a rectangular chann
~a! top view; ~b! end view; on the left: rectangular channel; on the righ
trapezoidal channel.B1: distance from one sidewall to the widest point o
the hydrofoil. For the trapezoidal channel: 2b0512.5 cm, B152.6 cm,
l 1538.8 cm andb157.6 cm; for the rectangular channel: 2b059.84 cm,
B151.6 cm,l 1538.8 cm andb154.86 cm.

TABLE I. Comparison between the measured and predicted ratio ofl t /l r .

a Measuredl t /l r Predictedl t /l r Relative difference

0.12 1.45 1.352 7%
0.25 1.65 1.360 21%
0.34 1.68 1.365 23%
0.43 1.82 1.370 33%
3374 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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tion 2bd of the hydrofoil is given in Appendix B. For both
channels, the mean water depth was 4.0 cm and the
blockage-ratioB was 0.752bd , wherebd is the dimension-
less half-thickness of the hydrofoil. Also, in both cases, the
hydrofoil was towed to move with the same dimensionless
critical speed ofFr 5U/c050.99.

In the experiment, wave elevation was measured by a
wave gauge fastened to the towing carriage 38.8 cm in front
of the hydrofoil. For the rectangular channel, this wave
gauge was placed 4.86 cm from one of the sidewalls, while
in the trapezoidal channel it was fixed at 7.6 cm away from
the vertical wall. In each experiment, the hydrofoil was
towed from rest and accelerated to the critical speed in less
than 0.5 s and then continually moved at a constant critical
speed over a distance ofL55.1 m before being brought to a
stop. In dimensionless form, the total time that the hydrofoil
traveled is 128.3, during which the hydrofoil traveled a dis-
tance of about 128 mean water depths. For waves generated
in the rectangular channel, the experiment was repeated six
times, and in the trapezoidal channel, three runs were con-
ducted.

Typical results of long waves resonantly produced in the
two channels are shown and compared in Fig. 7, with the
solid line representing the waves generated in the trapezoidal
channel, and the dashed line showing the waves in the rect-
angular channel. Under conditions of the mean water depth,
disturbance speed and blockage-ratio all kept equal for both
channels, results show that during the same time period,
there were six run-away solitons generated in the rectangular
channel whereas only slightly more than three were pro-
duced in the trapezoidal channel. Obviously, the channel
cross-sectional geometry has a significant effect on wave-
length and time period of wave generation as predicted by
the theory.

To verify the theory quantitatively, we need to compare
the measured time period of wave generation,Ts , with that
predicted by the theory. HereTs is defined as the time period
between two consecutive wave peaks in the time record of
wave elevation of the run-away solitons generated in front of
the disturbance. The final measured time period of wave gen-
erationTs in each channel was represented by the averageTs

a
el;

FIG. 7. Comparison of measured experimental results of the resonantly
forced long waves in the trapezoidal channel~solid line! and the rectangular
channel~dashed line!.
M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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calculated from all the waves measured over all the repe
runs. For the rectangular channel, the recorded averageTs is
17.5, and for the trapezoidal channel,Ts529.1. In the
present case, the uniform channel wave theorem canno
directly applied to give the theoretical ratio ofTst /Tsr ~here
Tst andTsr stand for time period of wave generation in th
trapezoidal and rectangular channels, respectively! since, for
the convenience of experiment, we used the same hydro
in both channels instead of using two separate hydrof
with their longitudinal length and lateral thickness prope
scaled according to~17! and~1!. To calculate the theoretica
Ts , we carried out numerical simulations of these expe
ments by solving the original KdV equation~16!. In our
computations, the viscous effect in real flows is conside
by adding a boundary layer displacement thickness 2d to the
hydrofoil thickness 2bd , oned for each side of the hydrofoi
surface. For the present case, the Reynolds number is c
lated to be Re5Ul /n5Frcl /n50.993A9.8130.04
30.092/102655.73104, whereU is the hydrofoil speed and
l is the chord length of the hydrofoil. As an approximatio
the Blasius solution for laminar boundary layer over a fl
plate was used to estimate the boundary layer thickn
2d(x) for the hydrofoil:

2d~x!5234.923A n

h0U
~2x!50.06216A2x,

for 22.3<x<0,

whered andx are in dimensionless form. Quantitative com
parison between experimental and theoretical values for t
period of wave generationTs is given in Table II.

From the results presented in Table II, it can be seen
the theory gives a good prediction for the time period
wave generation under resonant forcing, and this confi
the theoretical prediction on the channel-shape effect.

V. DISCUSSIONS

In our experiments, instrumental error mainly came fro
errors in the tape measures and the stop watch that w
used. Surface tension effect and electronic noises in the w
transducers also contributed to this error. With all the fact
considered, themaximumaccumulative instrumental error i
estimated as 7% for measurement of free traveling wa
and 14% for that of the forced waves. The magnitude
these errors is comparable with that in other previous stu
using similar instruments to measure shallow water wav
In order to rule out accidental errors, each measurement
repeated for several times. Results from repeated runs
very consistent with one another. For example, for meas
ment of the forced waves, the sample standard deviatio

TABLE II. Comparison between the measured and predictedTs .

Measured Predicted Relative difference

Tst 29.1 33.2 12%
Tsr 17.5 19.8 12%
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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calculated to be 0.016 for the wave amplitude and 0.7 for the
time period of wave generation, averaged over the results
from both channels.

The quantitative differences between the experimental
results and the theoretical predictions for large-amplitude
waves in the trapezoidal channel may be partially caused by
the experimental error and partially by the higher-order error
related to the cross-flow solution~8!–~11! in the existing
theories which approximate the instantaneous channel sur-
face width 2b with the unperturbed width 2b0. This approxi-
mation is proper for modeling small-amplitude waves based
on the perturbation theory, since the cross-flow solution is
considered as being of higher order compared with the mean
flow, and for consistency, all higher-order terms should be
neglected in the cross-flow solution. However, as wave am-
plitude increases, the change in channel surface width also
increases due to wave run-up onto the sloping banks, and the
terms neglected may no longer be of higher order. To give a
rough estimate for this error, equation~12! was applied to
solve for the transverse profile of solitary waves of mean
amplitudea50.12, 0.25, 0.34 and 0.43 in the trapezoidal
channel shown in Fig. 3~c!. By using linear extrapolation, the
wave profile was extended along the wave crest to intersect
with the sloping sidewalls to determine the predicted instan-
taneous channel surface width. These results are presented in
Table III and in Fig. 8.

Results from Table III and Fig. 8 show that, as wave
amplitude increases, the error in approximating the instanta-
neous width with the unperturbed width also increases, and
the error can be as large as 21% fora50.43. In Peregrine’s4

experimental study to investigate the lateral wave profile of

FIG. 8. Variation of solitary wave amplitude across the trapezoidal channel.
Curved solid lines: theoretical wave profiles of mean amplitudea50.12,
0.25, 0.34 and 0.43; solid dots: experimental data; two straight solid lines:
the inclined channel sidewalls.

TABLE III. Estimate for the higher-order error in channel width approxi-
mation.

ā Instantaneousb Unperturbedb0 Relative difference

0.12 3.262 3.125 4%
0.25 3.438 3.125 10%
0.34 3.588 3.125 15%
0.43 3.788 3.125 21%
3375M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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solitary waves in similar trapezoidal channels, the actual
stantaneous channel width was recorded by taking end-v
photographs. His results showed that, fora'0.2, the differ-
ence between the actual width and the approximated w
was about 11%, which is consistent with our present e
mate.

In the present experiment, the lateral wave variation
the trapezoidal channel was measured by wave gauge
several fixed locations within the unperturbed channel wi
2b0. These experimental results are shown with solid dot
Fig. 8. We can see that, for small-amplitude waves, the m
sured wave variation across the channel agrees very
with the theoretical predictions, while for large-amplitud
waves, there are some small but discernible differences
tween the theory and the experiment.

These results indicate that the accuracy of the exis
theories for describing large-amplitude waves in no
rectangular channels may be improved if varying surfa
width can be properly considered in the cross-flow soluti
This requires the cross-flow solution to be solved based
an equation system coupled with the first-order Boussin
or KdV equations since in this case, the shape factork would
depend on wave elevation and the instantaneous channe
face width. In reality, wave run-up onto sloping sidewalls
a complex problem affected by both viscous and surface
sion effects and may have complex wave features suc
wave breaking even when the mean wave amplitude is
small asa50.3, as observed in both Peregrine’s3 and our
present studies. It is of interest to improve the inviscid the
to accurately predict the wave run-up, and further researc
needed to better handle this complex ‘‘edge effect.’’

The existing and our new theories also provide solutio
for wave speed, and they predict that the dimensionless w
speed is dependent on the channel sidewall slope at the
terline. This issue was not investigated in the present exp
ments, because the difference in wave speed between
different channels can be relatively small. For example,
relative difference between wave speeds in a rectang
channel and a trapezoidal channel withg50.16 fora50.5 is
only about 2%, and our available experimental instrume
do not have a sufficiently high accuracy to investigate
effect of g on wave speed.

Another issue to be discussed is the assumption tha
channels are symmetric about their centerlines. This assu
tion does not limit the application of our theory to chann
of general geometry, since the equations presented here
be readily modified to study waves in asymmetric chann
by following the same derivation steps, provided the ch
nels remain straight. For example, if a channel has two
ferent slopes,S1 and S2, for its sidewalls at the waterline

then Az in ~6! will be modified to giveAz5W0 z̃ 1 1
2 (S1

1S2) z̃ 21O(a3) with W0 being the unperturbed chann
surface width~replacing the original symbol 2b0). In the
Boussinesq and KdV equations,S andg will be replaced by
(S11S2)/2 and (g11g2)/2 correspondingly. All the othe
formulations should remain intact.
3376 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

New Boussinesq and KdV equations are derived in t
study to model long waves in shallow water channels
arbitrary shape. The main objective is to examine
channel-shape effect on long wave generation and prop
tion by joint theoretical and experimental studies. Our the
retical results show that, for long waves generated and pro
gated in a shallow water channel, the wavelength and t
period of wave generation were affected by both the s
merged channel cross-sectional geometry and the cha
sidewall slope at the waterline. These effects of channel
ometry are quantified by similarity transformations~1! and
~17! based on two geometric parameters: the shape factk
and the slope factorg. It is shown that the wavelength an
time period of resonant wave generation in a channel w
larger values ofk andg will be longer than that in a channe
with smallerk andg.

A series of experiments were carried out to verify t
existing theories. Specifically, longitudinal wave profiles
free traveling solitary waves and the time periods of wa
generation of resonantly forced long waves by a towed
drofoil were measured in a rectangular channel (k[1, g
50) and a trapezoidal channel (k51.27,g50.16). The ex-
perimental results show that, under the condition of eq
mean water depth and equal mean wave amplitude, free t
eling solitary waves in the trapezoidal channel were sign
cantly longer than that in the rectangular channel. We a
observed that, under conditions of equal mean water de
and resonant forcing by submerged moving objects w
equal blockage-ratio, the time period of resonant wave g
eration in the trapezoidal channel is longer than that in
rectangular channel by a factor as predicted. Quantitativ
the theory gives a good prediction for the time period
resonant wave generation and for the longitudinal and lat
wave profiles of free traveling solitary waves of small am
plitude. These experimental results therefore verify
existing3,5 ~without forcing! and our new~with forcing! wave
models derived from the Euler equations by using pertur
tion expansions.

There were some quantitative differences observed
tween the experiment and the theory for large-amplitu
waves in the trapezoidal channel. One possible cause for
difference is the theoretical approximation of the instan
neous channel surface width with the unperturbed surf
width in the secondary cross-flow solution, for which furth
improvement of the theory was suggested. More experime
may also be carried out in a future study to test out m
channel geometries and to verify the effects ofk andg sepa-
rately by testing non-rectangular channels with various si
wall slopes at the waterline.

The results of the present and some related previ
studies have useful applications to open channel flows an
coastal processes involving both free traveling and for
surface- and internal long waves, especially in regions wh
topographical and oblique boundaries are present and pla
important role in wave generation and evolution as well as
mitigating ocean wave hazards in coastal regions.
M. H. Teng and T. Y. Wu
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF k BEING ALWAYS REAL

In this appendix, a proof is presented to show that
right-hand side of equation~7! in definingk2 is always posi-
tive.

For the cross-flow domain below the unperturbed wa
surface with areaA0 and boundary]A0, we have

E E
A0

~“C!2dA5E E
A0

@“•~C“C!2C¹2C#dA

5E
]A0

CCndl2E E
A0

CdA

5h0E
2b0

b0
Cdy2A0C̄

52b0h0C̃2A0C̄

5A0~C̃2C̄!.

Therefore,C̃2C̄>0 and the equal sign holds only ifC
[constant inA0, which is precluded by the differential equa
tion ¹2C51. Thus we prove thatC̃2C̄.0 so long as the
unperturbed channel surface width 2b0 is of finite measure.

APPENDIX B: DATA FOR HYDROFOIL THICKNESS
2b d„x …

The discrete data for the thickness function 2bd(x) of
the hydrofoil used in our experiments and numerical simu
tions are given as@(2x, 2bd)#: ~0, 0!, ~0.4, 1.23!, ~0.8, 1.81!,
~1.2, 2.30!, ~1.6, 2.60!, ~2.0, 2.81!, ~2.4, 2.94!, ~2.8, 3.01!,
~3.2, 2.97!, ~3.6, 2.91!, ~4.0, 2.80!, ~4.4, 2.67!, ~4.8, 2.50!,
~5.2, 2.30!, ~5.6, 2.10!, ~6.0, 1.94!, ~6.4, 1.73!, ~6.8, 1.53!,
~7.2, 1.37!, ~7.6, 1.15!, ~8.0, 0.96!, ~8.4, 0.68!, ~8.8, 0.44!,
~9.2, 0.00!. The unit for bothx and 2bd is centimeters, and
x50 here is defined at the front of the hydrofo
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 11, November 1997
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